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 Metasurfaces provide arbitrary control of the wavefront (phase, amplitude and
polarization)

 Metasurfaces enable flat optics: compact, thinner, easier fabrication and alignment

 Multifunctionality: single flat optical components can replace multiple standard
components

 Flat Optics for a wide range of optical components (lenses, holograms,
polarizers, phase  plates, etc.)  and applications: machine vision, biomed imaging,
drones, polarimetry, polarization sensitive cameras

 Same foundries will manufacture camera sensor and lenses using same technology
(deep-UV stepper) CMOS compatible flat optics platform for high volume markets:
Examples: lenses in cell phone camera modules will be replaced by metalenses fabricated by
DUV    lithography (same foundry that makes the sensor chip)
Displays, wearable optics  (augmented reality).

 Metasurfaces can generate arbitrary vector beams (structured light) well beyond the
capabilities of SLM

 Importance of inverse design, co-design of hardware & software, impact of AI on optics

Vision for Flat Optics based on Metasurfaces
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Polarization imaging: techniques and hardware

Division of time: Division of amplitude: Division of focal plane:

-Minimum of  componentry
-Limited time resolution ⨯
-Moving parts ⨯

-No real limit to time-resolution
-No moving parts
-Complex, expensive systems ⨯
-Lots of polarization optics needed ⨯

-No real limit to time-resolution
-No moving parts
-Difficult fabrication, sensitive alignment ⨯
-Expensive ⨯
-Usually only sensitive to linear polarization ⨯

Since different filters (analyzers) are  needed to determine the state of polarization 
present polarization sensitive cameras are very complex
Can we have a single metasurface replace all this componentry? 



























Change of polarization along the propagation direction 

A new class of optical elements that modify the polarization behavior along the 
propagation direction of a waveform (e.g., a z-dependent linear polarizer or 

waveplate)

Ideally, we require a Bessel-like beam that propagates for long 
distance while overcoming diffraction

Principal Axis of a 
polarizer or waveplate
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3D singularity sheet 
structure flythrough
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Experimental setup:

• Close correspondence between simulated and 
experimental intensity and phase profiles as a 
function of axial position (z). 

• This sheet singularity is unstable with 
propagation, like fractional topological charge 
vortices [1-2] and high-order vortices.

• But some highly symmetric sheet 
singularities are stable: e.g., 1D diffraction 
fringes, Bessel beam nodes.
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 Metasurfaces provide arbitrary control of the wavefront (phase, amplitude and 
polarization)

 Metasurfaces enable flat optics: compact, thinner, easier fabrication and alignment

 Multifunctionality: single flat optical components can replace multiple standard 
components

 Flat Optics for a wide range of optical components (lenses, holograms,   
       polarizers, phase  plates, etc.)  and applications: machine vision, biomed imaging, 
       drones, polarimetry, polarization sensitive cameras
 Same foundries will manufacture camera sensor and lenses using same technology 

(deep-UV stepper) CMOS compatible flat optics platform for high volume markets:  
     Examples: lenses in cell phone camera modules will be replaced by metalenses fabricated by 
     DUV    lithography (same foundry that makes the sensor chip)
     Displays, wearable optics  (augmented reality). 

 Metasurfaces can generate arbitrary vector beams (structured light) well beyond the 
capabilities of SLM

  Importance of inverse design, co-design of hardware & software, impact of AI on optics

Vision for Planar (“Flat”) Optics based on Metasurfaces
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